Hello St. Vincent RNs,

ONA Caregivers Have Unprecedented Power in 2023-2024 Bargaining!
Bargaining is about power, and ONA caregivers are entering our upcoming bargaining cycle with the most power we've ever had when negotiating with Providence, Oregon. In 2023-2024, ONA Providence Caregivers hit the bargaining table with RNs working at their two most profitable hospitals in Oregon, have four other hospitals' RNs opening contracts within weeks of ours, added doctors, Midwives, and RNs from their Women's Clinics that service their multi-million dollar insurance plans, and are adding hospitalists at St. Vincent and ED doctors in Medford to our upcoming negotiations!

Providence makes around $4 billion annually in Oregon patient care revenue through its hospitals and clinics. Here is a table that displays our unprecedented power to achieve wins through the strength of ONA caregivers working in nine units that contribute to services accounting for 70% of Prov Oregon's patient care revenue.

2023-2024 is ONA caregivers opportunity to address years of misguided decisions by Providence's corporate executives, check out our bargaining leverage in the table below!

Providence St. Vincent Bargaining Kick-Off BBQ
ONA Bargaining Team members, stewards, and rank and file caregivers in our nine units with contracts set to open are kicking off negotiations with BBQs that will include food, drinks, cornhole and other games, and most importantly, we'll have an overview of ONA members’ unified bargaining priorities as we prepare to win precedent setting contracts.

**RSVP Below!**
Saturday, August 19
Noon-3:00 p.m.
@ Westmoreland Park Picnic Site H (Address is 7530 SE 22nd Ave, Portland, OR 97202)

Click here to RSVP

In Solidarity,

Joseph West  
Pronouns (he/him/his)  
Labor Representative  
Oregon Nurses Association  
503-449-2083 (text preferred)